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Thank you for being a customer of  theBoom 
Quiet.
 
theBoom Quiet is a high-end audio headset 
for the discriminating buyer.  It affords you a 
level of  freedom and privacy not possible 
with other products.  You can speak softly 
into theBoom Quiet, comfortable in the 
knowledge that you will be heard clearly. 

Use theBoom Quiet to enjoy high quality 
audio entertainment or to communicate 
effectively, even in noisy environments.  The 
Boom Quiet has many additional features to 
provide you the best in comfort and 
convenience.

We hope this manual serves to help you get 
the most out of  your new product.
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What's in the box

1  Works with most cell phones.  A different connector is provided 
    if  required, based on your cell phone make and model. 
    A PC connector is available, sold separately.

2  Volume control adjusts hearing volume.  If  it is turned 
    down all the way, make sure to turn it up to get good
    hearing volume.

3  The mute button mutes the microphone when pressed
    down and held in that position.  When released, it 
    unmutes the microphone. (sold separately)
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theBoom Quiet Quick Start Guide

How to use theBoom Quiet as a headset for your cell phone or PC

How to use theBoom Quiet as stereo headphones
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1  Works with most cell phones.  A different connector is provided 
    if  required, based on your cell phone make and model. 

2  Volume control adjusts hearing volume.  If  it is turned 
    down all the way, make sure to turn it up to get good
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effectively, even in noisy environments.  The 

theBoom Quiet features theBoom noise cancelling technology 
in the microphone that allows you to communicate clearly even in
very noisy environments.
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1  Works with most cell phones.  A different connector is provided 
    if  required, based on your cell phone make and model. 

2  Volume control adjusts hearing volume.  If  it is turned 
    down all the way, make sure to turn it up to get good

Using the ANR function Using the volume control

Using the Active Noise Reduction (ANR)

The Boom Quiet is equipped with state-of-the-art ANR technology 
that is designed to target and cancel out background noise while 
providing exceptional acoustic playback performance.  Turning the 
ANR on creates a quiet listening environment inside the ear cups, 
allowing for a rich sound experience.  To activate the ANR, locate the 
power switch on the left ear cup, just above the volume control knob, 
and push it to the ON position.  Even while not listening to music or 
other audio, you can use the ANR feature to get some quiet restful 
sleep on an airplane.

The hearing volume control knob is located on the left ear cup.
 
Please note that the volume setting has no effect on noise reduction.
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theBoom Quiet Care Instructions

Installing the batteries for ANR

Folding your headset for carrying

1  Works with most cell phones.  A different connector is provided 
    if  required, based on your cell phone make and model. 

2  Volume control adjusts hearing volume.  If  it is turned 
    down all the way, make sure to turn it up to get good

2 AAA batteries are required (included) to power the ANR 
(Active Noise Reduction) function in the headphones.

Using the ANR function

Using the Active Noise Reduction (ANR)

The Boom Quiet is equipped with state-of-the-art ANR technology 

providing exceptional acoustic playback performance.  Turning the 
ANR on creates a quiet listening environment inside the ear cups, 

The hearing volume control knob is located on the left ear cup.

When folded in this fashion, theBoom Quiet is most compact, and can be 
carried in the provided soft leather pouch.  In this configuration, it can 
conveniently be carried inside small hand bags or briefcases.  In order to 
carry it within the storage case that it came in, you will need to unfold it 
and fold it "flat", as you found it when you first opened the case.  For 
maximum protection, carry the headset within its storage case.
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theBoom Quiet features theBoom noise cancelling technology 
in the microphone that allows you to communicate clearly even in
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theBoom Quiet Care Instructions

Installing the batteries for ANR

1  Works with most cell phones.  A different connector is provided 
    if  required, based on your cell phone make and model. 

2  Volume control adjusts hearing volume.  If  it is turned 
    down all the way, make sure to turn it up to get good

2 AAA batteries are required (included) to power the ANR 

Using the ANR function

Using the Active Noise Reduction (ANR)

The Boom Quiet is equipped with state-of-the-art ANR technology 

providing exceptional acoustic playback performance.  Turning the 
ANR on creates a quiet listening environment inside the ear cups, 

The hearing volume control knob is located on the left ear cup.

maximum protection, carry the headset within its storage case.
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On Wall Street ... 
theBoom Quiet is a product of  UmeVoice, Inc., 
the makers of  theBoom award-winning headset 
for mobile professionals. The noise-cancelling 
technology was created to enable reliable speech 
recognition as well as  clear communications 
on the noisy floors of  Wall Street. 

In Racing ...
We outfitted a Ferrari with 
theBoom technology; the engine 
could not be heard by the pit crew 
communicating with the driver 
even when the car was driven at 
200 mph!

In the Military ...
Enabling the clearest 
communication for the 
military, used in the C130 
airplane fleet and other air, 
sea and land applications.

Listen to theBoom in Blackhawk helicopter noise at www.theboom.com

theBoom Technology
Whisper and be heardTM

theBoom Quiet features theBoom noise cancelling technology 
in the microphone that allows you to communicate clearly even in
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theBoom Quiet Care Instructions

Installing the batteries for ANR

1  Works with most cell phones.  A different connector is provided 
    if  required, based on your cell phone make and model. 

2  Volume control adjusts hearing volume.  If  it is turned 
    down all the way, make sure to turn it up to get good

2 AAA batteries are required (included) to power the ANR 

UmeVoice, Inc.
20C Pimentel Ct., Suite 1

Novato, CA 94949
Phone:  888.230.3300 

Fax:  415.883.1711

Email:  info@theboom.com

Using the ANR function

Using the Active Noise Reduction (ANR)

The Boom Quiet is equipped with state-of-the-art ANR technology 

providing exceptional acoustic playback performance.  Turning the 
ANR on creates a quiet listening environment inside the ear cups, 

The hearing volume control knob is located on the left ear cup.

maximum protection, carry the headset within its storage case.
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effectively, even in noisy environments.  The 

theBoom Quiet is a product of  UmeVoice, Inc., 

for mobile professionals. The noise-cancelling 

Enabling the clearest 
communication for the 

Whisper and be heard

You can just "whisper and be heard"
and not disturb your  neighbor.

Even from a noisy cafe, the
person you are calling will

think you are in a quiet office.theBoom Quiet features theBoom noise cancelling technology 
in the microphone that allows you to communicate clearly even in

Plug into your PC or  laptop for the
clearest VoIP calls you've ever made.

Even road noise is eliminated.

www.theBoom.com


